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Апстракт. Визуализацијата на софтверот претставува еден вид компјутерска уметност, а истовремено 
и наука за генерирање на визуелни претстави на различни аспекти на софтверот и неговиот процес на 
развој. Постојат многу алатки кои го овозможуваат визуализирањето на софтвер, но ние се 
задржуваме на некои од нив. Во овој труд ќе бидат разработени точно четири алатки за визуализација 
на софтвер, и тоа: Jeliot 3, SRec, jGrasp и DDD. Ќе бидат разгледани и анализирани визуализациите 
кои тие ги произведуваат, а истовремено ќе бидат нагласени местата каде што тие можат да помогнат. 
Исто така, ќе бидат нагласени предностите и недостатоците на овие алатки кои ги забележавме при 
нивното разработување и нивната употреба. 
Клучни зборови: статичка визуализација, динамичка визуализација, програмска визуализација, 
анимација 
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Abstract: Software visualization is a kind of computer art, and in the same time is a science for generating 
visual representations of different software aspects and of software development process. There are many 
tools that allow software visualization but we are focusing on some of them. In this paper will be examined 
in details just four tools: Jeliot 3, SRec, jGrasp and DDD. Visualizations that they produce will be reviewed 
and analyzed and will be mentioned possible places for their application. Also, will be discussed their 
advantages and disadvantages that we noticed during their work and examination. 
Kew words: static visualization, dynamic visualization, program visualization, animation. 
 
 
1. Introduction  
The software itself is something intangible and invisible and its understanding, research and creation can be 
difficult. The goal of software visualization is not to produce accurate computer images, but computer images 
that can cause images in user’s mind which can help process of software understanding. 
Today there are many different tools for software visualization. Even today's development environments for 
programming languages increasingly include visual elements in programming in order to get closer to the user 
and leave traditional programming, which use only pure code. 
In this paper, we will focus on visualization of software, especially on tools that are used for educational 
purposes [6] [7], which explain the way in which certain programs and program segments work. 
We are examining in detail four tools: DDD [1] [4] [5] [14], JGrasp [9] [10] [15], SRec [3] [8] [16] and 
Jeliot 3 [2] [11] [12] [17]. 
Most of today’s freely available tools for software visualization are based on Java programming language. 
Three from our chosen tools JGrasp, SRec and Jeliot, are based on Java and only DDD is working with 
programs written in C or C++ programming language. 
The reason for choosing these tools is that they have integrated more of the features used in existing tools. 
They accurately and precisely represent and visualize parts of the program they are intended for. Another reason 
why we chose these tools is that the user has the opportunity to use pure Java or C code, without any need for 
translating into another programming language or inserting elements into the code in order to get the desired 
visualization. Another advantage of these tools over existing ones for this purpose is that they don’t work only 
with certain already predefined code, but offer the users opportunity for writing their own code and watching the 
results from its visualization. 
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2. Analyzed tools for software visualization 
2.1 Jeliot 3 
Jeliot 3 is a Program Visualization application. It visualizes how a Java program is interpreted. Method 
calls, variables, operation are displayed on a screen as the animation goes on, allowing the user to follow step by 
step the execution of a program. Programs can be created from scratch or they can be modified from previously 
stored code examples. The Java program being animated does not need any kind of additional calls; all the 
visualization is automatically generated. Jeliot 3 understands most of the Java constructs and it is able to 
animate them. This tool has successfully performed the displaying of object-oriented concepts, visualizing 
objects and inheritance [11]. 
The main feature of Jeliot 3 is fully or semi automatic visualization of the data and control flows. So there 
is no need of adding additional code or using special elements to obtain visualization. The user uses pure Java 
code and automatically gets visualizations from the written program. 
The main advantages of this tool are: 
- The system is easy to use and is extensible.  
- The visualizations produced by the system are consistent with the visualization in all cases and are 
complete and continuous.  
This tool also offers static visualization of program’s code. Static visualization is consisted of emphasizing 
key words (a method called “pretty printing”) and numbering each line of code for easily finding potential 
errors. 
User interface of Jeliot 3 and part of static and dynamic visualization of program illustrating merge-sort is 
given in Figure 1. This tool allows two different views during dynamic visualization: theatre view and call tree 
view. 
 
 
 
Figure 1. Part of static and dynamic visualization of program illustrating merge-sort produced by Jeliot 3. 
 
All visualizing components in dynamic visualization have their own area in the theatre view. There are four 
areas: Method Area, Expression Evaluation Area, Constant Area and Instance and Array Area. 
Visualizations are formed as close as possible to the Java Language Specification. All the visualized 
material is coherent and complete in a sense that none of the visualized elements appear from nowhere, but each 
of the elements has its own place to appear. In addition, all the expressions and their sub expressions are 
evaluated and all the values shown so that user doesn’t need to guess where each value is coming from. 
Furthermore, the visualization and program code is linked with the code highlighting so that cause and effect 
could be identified [2]. 
For object-oriented program visualization, notation similar to UML diagrams is used. The objects are 
shown as boxes that contain attributes and their values. The references are shown as lines connecting the object 
with the corresponding variable, allowing the object to have several references at any moment.  
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Figure 2.Part of static and dynamic visualization of simple object oriented program with Jeliot 3.  
 
In Figure 2 a part of static and dynamic visualization of simple class Tocka with two constructors is 
presented. One object from class Tocka is displayed and its connection with the class can be clearly seen.  
All object oriented concepts like: inheritance, polymorphism and encapsulation can be displayed with this 
tool. 
In Call Tree view all method calls which are currently running are displayed in the form of a tree. Example 
of Call Tree view for the same program Tocka are presented in Figure 3. 
 
 
 
Figure 3. Part of Call Tree visualization with Jeliot 3.  
 
Jeliot 3 is more usable when working with simple and small programs or program segments, which can be 
analyzed in details, and their way of work can be easily understood. This tool can help understanding basic 
program’s concepts and it can be especially useful for novices in programming. For larger programs, program 
running can last very long time, so user can lose his interest while waiting the whole program to end. Another 
disadvantage of this tool is that some features in Java are not yet implemented here. 
Jeliot 3 can be easily found on the web and download and its installation is very simple, which makes tool 
easy to use especially in initial programming courses. User interaction with Jeliot 3 consists of ability to edit the 
code at any time and be able to notice any change occurring while running the animation.  
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2.2 SRec 
SRec is an animation system, which is specifically designed for visualization of recursion in algorithms 
implemented in Java. It supports three visualizations of recursion, or three views: trace view, control stack view, 
and recursion tree view. SRec supports automatic generation and modification of animations [16]. 
In the last version of SRec there are three additional visualizations specially designed for “divide and 
conquer” algorithms. The present system is able to simultaneously display two different views in order to allow 
better examination of program visualization. 
This tool is specially designed for visualizing recursion as a programming technique that is most difficult to 
be understood by beginners in programming. 
For programs and program segments that don’t contain recursive calls, this tool is not very useful. Different 
views that offers, gives users detailed presentation where they can monitor the execution of the recursive call 
step by step [3]. 
Programming code that is visualized can be easily modified and edited which means that there is a good 
user interaction with the program. All programs that have recursive calls can be visualized with this tool. There 
is no need for writing a complete program with main method because only recursive functions are enough. That 
facilitates process of writing program segments. As an example for illustrating the visualization with SRec an 
example of code for finding the n-th member of the Fibonacci sequence is used. A part of static and dynamic 
visualization produced by this tool can be clearly seen in Figure 4. 
 
 
 
Figure 4.Part of visualizing the program for finding the n-th member of the Fibonacci sequence with SRec 
(static visualization, tree view and stack view).  
 
On the left part is code written as poor java code, giving the static visualization through emphasizing key 
words and numerating each line. Dynamic visualization is given through building recursion tree and changing 
stack view. Recursion tree presents flow of recursion step by step. Recursion tree’s leaves are basic cases of 
recursion. 
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Another part of dynamic visualization is Trace view. Trace view of our example is given in Figure 5. 
 
 
Figure 5. Trace view as part of dynamic visualization of the program for finding the n-th member of the 
Fibonacci sequence with SRec. 
 
Recursion is also met at “divide and conquer” algorithms. SRec automatically recognizes and detects these 
types of algorithms and obtains additional views for them.  As an example for illustrating this kind of algorithms 
we chose merge-sort again. In Figure 6 are given Tree view, Structure view, Chronological view and Stack view 
as part of dynamic visualization merge-sort with SRec.  
 
 
 
Figure 6. Tree view, Structure view, Chronological view and Stack view as part of dynamic visualization of 
merge-sort with SRec. 
 
This tool can be easily found, download and installed.  Version 1.2 can be directly run as .jar file. That 
makes this tool easy to use and can greatly assist in understanding of recursive functions. 
Disadvantage of this tool is that it only works with simple data types and does not provide the input and 
output arguments of recursive functions to be instances of classes. If large number is entered as input argument 
to function then recursive tree becomes enormous and difficult to be followed. In this case, visibility and clarity 
in recursion visualization is lost. 
 
2.3 JGrasp 
JGrasp is tool or development environment, created specifically to provide automatic generation of software 
visualizations to improve the comprehensibility of software. jGRASP is implemented in Java, and runs on all 
platforms with a Java Virtual Machine. jGrasp can compile and execute programs written in Java, C/C++, 
Python or Ada. For all these programs this tool enables creation of Control Structure Diagrams – CSD and only 
for Java programs enables creation of Complexity Profile Graphs –CPGs and UML class diagrams as part of 
static visualization. Dynamic visualization with this tool is obtained during debugging and it’s possible only for 
programs written in Java. There is data structure identifier mechanism which recognizes objects that represent 
traditional data structures such as stacks, queues, linked lists, binary trees, and hash tables, and then displays 
them in an intuitive textbook-like presentation view [9]. 
Programs that can be visualized are written in poor Java or C/C++ code, without need for inserting 
additional program elements. Because we already had used program for merge-sort we decided to use here too. 
Static visualization (Control Structure Diagrams – CSD) of merge-sort with jGrasp is given in Figure 7.  
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Figure 7. Static visualization (Control Structure Diagrams – CSD) of merge-sort with jGrasp. 
 
The same kind of visualization is obtained for C/C++ programs. All program elements are presented in 
different ways. This helps user to see where program begins and where ends, which are local and which global 
variables or where cycles and program brunches are. This minimize possible syntax errors or facilities their 
finding if there are any.   
Dynamic visualization obtained in jGrasp is on high level of abstraction and it is connected with data 
structures and their change during running a program. This kind of visualization offers better understanding of 
traditional data structures. Also helps understanding operations, like: creating data structure, adding element, 
finding element or removing element from the structure. We decided to use program that uses stack data 
structure implemented with arrays and binary tree for illustrating dynamic visualization of jGrasp.  
In Figure 8 is given part of dynamic and static visualization of program using stack structure implemented 
with arrays, obtained during debugging the program with Jgrasp.  
 
 
 
Figure 8. Part of jGrasp’s dynamic and static visualization of program using stack structure implemented with 
arrays. 
 
In Figure 9 the same kind of visualization is shown. Difference here is using simple program working with 
binary trees for illustration.  
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Figure 9. Part of jGrasp’s dynamic and static visualization of program using binary tree. 
 
jGrasp can offer different kind of static visualization for object oriented programs automatically creating 
UML class diagrams and also can produce Complexity Profile Graph-CPG for all Java programs. Complexity 
Profile Graph and UML class diagram for the program using binary trees are given in Figure 10.   
 
 
 
Figure 10.jGrasp’s Complexity Profile Graph and UML class diagram as part of static visualization of program 
using Binary tree. 
 
jGrasp can be easily found and download. Because it is platform independent it can work with any 
operating system. It offers good interaction with user during editing the code or during debugging and forming 
dynamic visualization. The user decides which elements will be shown during animation. 
All static visualizations are easily and automatically generated and there is a little more effort for generating 
animation or dynamic visualization.  
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2.4 DDD 
DDD (Data Display Debugger) is tool for debugging programs written in С/С++ Java or Perl. More 
precisely DDD is graphical user interface for command line debuggers like GDB,  
DBX, WDB, JDB, XDB, Perl, bash and Python [1]. DDD displays data structures as graphs. Something that 
makes this debugger different from the others like gdb, is that it offers graphical presentation of data structures 
and it is specially suitable for representation of pointers in C/C++ programs. Pointers especially double pointers 
are part from programming which can be difficult to be understood and this tool can help in process of their 
learning and understanding.   
For illustrating visualizations that this tool offers we decided to use program written in C which uses 
pointers and also list as data structures. In Figure 11 is shown part of dynamic and static visualizations of 
program with list using DDD.  
Graphical interface here looks like DOS environment. There are different views: code view, assembler and 
machine code view, view of potential error and messages and graphical display view.    
Dynamic visualization here is obtained during program debugging. 
User can’t edit code in this tool but his interaction here consists of debugging and managing display of 
dynamic visualization. User decides what program segment will be shown on graphical display view.   
 
 
 
Figure 11. DDD’s static and dynamic visualization of program using pointers and list data structure.  
 
Programs that can be visualized with DDD are simple console applications written in pure java or C/C++ 
code. But DDD offers better dynamic visualization only for C/C++ programs. 
DDD can be easily found on web but its installation can be a problem especially if there is a need for 
installing this program on Windows system. For its installation and making it works more software packages are 
needed. That can be a disadvantage of this tool.	  	  
	  
3. Conclusion  
Software visualization is an important part of studying and using software. There are many tools which 
visualize software but we decided to analyze four of them because they represent whole systems. They give user 
a freedom to write their own programs in some program language, without inserting additional elements in code 
and then watch their generated visualization.  
By using this tools and by visualizations we obtained using tham, we can conclude that all of them can be 
used for visualizing programs from different aspects and can be used in different situations, but their mutual 
feature is that they all can be used for easily learning and understanding parts of code and finding possible errors 
in code. Visualization they produce is clear and understandable for simple programs. They are all free to use and 
need a little effort from user for making them work. 
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